
Hey guys,….so this is for all the creative folks out there who are interested in trading for freedom of 

thought and their own long term financial journey and empowerment…love to all of our seniors who will 

use the strategy to create a bit of income to enjoy a bit… 

 

The platform I use is FXCM Micro, which allows me to trade “Micro-lots” which starts at 10 cents a 

pip…and as the account grows…1$ A PIP ETC… a pip is an increment of price movement… 

 

So I called over to FXCM and there are apparently 67 different currency pairs available, so no concern 

about access to currency pairs when a position is finally closed after price reaches the opposing 

Supply/Demand zone…the platform I use will only let you set aside 20 currency pairs at a time, so when 

researching we can add or subtract pairs viewed until a “W” or “M” structure in the Daily time chart is 

found… 

 

Remember that price movement has it’s own Psychology…when price tests a supply or demand zone 

and holds…(peaks and returns to a level) this tells us about the “sentiment”…the behavior of price tells 

us about what the currency pair is actually doing…this is why the “Extreme Supply/Demand Reversal 

Strategy” is good for creative people…the entry order is placed, with a stop order safe enough away 

from the historical peak (left) and a limit order somewhere near the distant opposing supply or demand 

zone where price likes to reverse or consolidate…that’s just Newton’s laws….Sam Seiden talks about 

that stuff all the time…it’s really just simple and can be a joy to discover if we can relax and take the 

pressure off… 

 

 

So, just for fun, I opened up some other currency pairs to see if there were any opportunities and 

immediately found something interesting….I am involved in the NZDUSD, so I will just watch and learn 

more about supply and demand price behavior by following this other currency pair…so below, I circled 

a clear “tested” supply zone in the Daily time chart..…EURJPY 

 

 



 

 

 

Next here we found a structure, but this “M” looking structure is not in a supply zone….so this is 

probably going to turn into a “corrective” W structure and then keep going up…we will see… 

 

 



So we can check this one closer, and enjoy following it along as we witness NZDUSD (a trade I am in as a 

seller) behave as the reversal structure tells us it will (hopefully)…remember that this is not wishing any 

harm on the value of the NZD currency…..it’s just the relationship between currencies and think of it as 

the USD purchasing power to but all kinds of BBQ grills and well, lets look up what the big exports in 

New Zealand are…Commodities (gold), Dairy, Meat..wood…  how bout’ the tourism industry may 

improve there  Well, we hope….we are just riding along with the flow of cash between countries…with 

our little Forex business…much love…. 

 

 


